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Chapter 9 CHAPTER 9

Backup Hardware9

How do you decide which type of backup drive to purchase? There are big drives,
small drives, fast drives, slow drives, quick-acting drives, slow-acting drives, tape
drives, optical drives, disk drives behaving as disk drives, disk drives emulating tape
drives and tape libraries, and disk targets with data de-duplication features. This
decision actually is easier to make than you might think. It’s certainly easier than
deciding on a backup product. There are only eight critical decision factors in the
decision, and this chapter covers each of these factors in detail—including data to
help you decide which backup drive is appropriate for you. Specific manufacturers’
offerings are presented briefly, but due to the changeable nature of this information,
they will not be covered in detail in this book. This chapter also discusses common
questions about backup hardware, such as compression, density, cleaning, and
media usage. Hopefully it will answer your questions in this area and assist you in
getting the most out of your backup hardware.

As in other places in the book, please note the use of the term backup
drive here. More than ever before, it’s a good possibility that your
backup drive may not be a tape drive. It may be a disk drive acting like
a disk drive, a disk drive emulating a tape drive or tape library, or
some type of optical drive.

Decision Factors
As mentioned previously, there are only eight decision factors to consider when
deciding which backup drive to buy: reliability, duty cycle, transfer speed, flexibility,
time-to-data, capacity, removability, and cost. You need to look at each of the eight
decision factors and decide which are most important to you and your data. For
example, an environment with a 6 TB database might care about reliability first,
transfer speed second, and cost last. On the other hand, an environment that is going
to use some type of Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) system will be con-
cerned about reliability first, time-to-data second, and transfer speed last. Let’s take a
look at these eight decision factors now.
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Reliability
Any electronic repair shop will tell you that moving parts fail. If a mechanism to be
repaired contains 25 circuit boards and 1 spinning wheel, they always check the spin-
ning wheel first. The bad news is that backup drives—and especially tape drives—
have more moving parts than any other part of your computer system. This means
that, statistically speaking, a backup drive has a much greater chance of mechanical
failure than a CPU.

Cheap tapes can cause data loss. Don’t buy cheap tapes!

Drives that fail on a regular basis affect your system availability because replacing
some drives requires shutting down the system. Unfortunately, what usually hap-
pens is that the replacement of malfunctioning drives is very low on the priority list.
A bad drive may wait several days or even weeks to be replaced, even if the replace-
ment part is available immediately. (This is because swapping drives sometimes
requires system down time.) So, if drives fail too often, their failure can significantly
affect the overall integrity of the backup system. That is, drives could fail so often
that a large backup or restore would not have enough drives available to complete
within a reasonable timeframe. This is why drive reliability is a very important factor
in deciding what backup drive to get.

Drive manufacturers use the mean-time-between-failure (MTBF) value to represent
the reliability of their drives. Unfortunately, these numbers usually are derived from
artificial environments that attempt to simulate thousands of hours of use. (How else
would a drive that has been on the market for only six months be able to advertise a
30,000-hour MTBF? That’s almost 3.5 years.) The best source of information about
the reliability of different drives is the Internet. Use several search engines to locate
discussions about the backup drive in question. Google is definitely helpful here.
Search its complete archive for different phrases that might locate discussions about
the drive you are considering (e.g., DLT, LTO-4, T10000, and so on). If you don’t
find any, post your own message and see who replies. (The most useful Usenet group
for this topic is comp.arch.storage. You do remember Usenet, right?) After that, you
should do the unthinkable—actually talk to people. Before you buy a new type of
backup drive, I would talk to no less than five companies using that drive.

While the removability of the media is an important feature of tape drives, it requires
the drives to be an open system. Dust and other contaminants are introduced in the
drive every time the door is opened to insert or eject a tape, and contaminants are the
death of any mechanical system. In contrast, disk drives are closed systems; the
media is never separated from the drive, and no air is ever allowed to enter the unit.
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This is a major reason why disk drives are inherently more reliable than tape drives,
which is why they are becoming increasingly popular as backup drives.

Finally, another reason why disk drives are more reliable than tape media is that you
can use RAID to mitigate the risk of a single piece of media causing you real dam-
age. With tape or optical, you make a backup, set it on the shelf, and hope the bits
don’t fall off or get rearranged while it’s sitting there. You never really know, it’s any
good until you use it for a restore. With RAID-protected disk, you can constantly
monitor the health of a piece of media. If any disk drives start to look unhealthy (or
fail altogether), just replace them, and have the RAID system rebuild them. No lost
data, no failed backups—just a little maintenance.

Duty Cycle
When comparing the MTBF of different drives, don’t forget to look at the duty cycle
the drive was designed for. A drive’s duty cycle measures the percentage of time a
backup drive spends reading, writing, and verifying data. For example, if a particular
drive operates for 6 hours a day, that drive has a 25 percent duty cycle. If it operated
continuously, it has a 100 percent duty cycle.

Each drive has an intended duty cycle. Fibre Channel and SCSI disk drives, for exam-
ple, are usually designed for applications demanding a 100 percent duty cycle; ATA
disk drives are designed for lower duty cycles. This is why Fibre Channel and SCSI
disk drives are often used in high-volume applications, such as database servers or
very busy file servers. ATA disk drives have historically been used in PCs and lap-
tops where the demands on the disk drives are much lower. Even now that they’re
being used in large storage arrays and virtual tape libraries, these storage systems are
usually intended for reference data. Backup, archive, and imaging systems create ref-
erence data. You make backups every day, but any given backup is rarely accessed—
if at all. The same is true of imaging and archive systems. If your company creates an
image of every customer contract, for example, any given contract is stored once and
only occasionally (if ever) accessed.

Desperate Times
I have been saved a number of times with the “twist-start” recovery method. You
know, when you get a hard drive that doesn’t seem to be spinning up right, and you
give the drive a quick twist of the wrist. Magically it gets up to speed and works for a
little while.

—Brian O’Neill
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Tape drives also have intended duty cycles. Mainframe-style tape drives are typically
designed with a 100 percent duty cycle whereas those intended for open-systems
markets are designed for lower duty cycles. This is because mainframes typically use
their tape subsystems as a secondary storage system while open systems typically use
tape drives only for backup. Mainframes are constantly reading and writing produc-
tion data to and from tape. Therefore, their tape drives must be prepared to operate
continuously, and mainframe tape libraries are judged on how many exchanges they
can perform per hour. In contrast, most open-systems backup applications use their
tape drives for less than half the day, which is why tape drives designed for open sys-
tems typically have much lower duty cycles.

It’s important to buy a tape drive with a duty cycle that fits your application. Not
doing so can significantly increase the cost or decrease the reliability of your backup
drive. If you buy a drive with a 40 percent duty cycle and use it continuously, just
expect that drive to fail much sooner than its published MTBF. If you have an appli-
cation with a 40 percent duty cycle, and you buy a drive that was intended for a 100
percent duty cycle, expect to pay as much as 300 percent more for the same speed
and capacity—sometimes even less speed and capacity! The vendor with the drive
that has a 100 percent duty cycle may claim their drive is more reliable, and they’re
right. If that drive was used in a 100 percent duty cycle environment, it will be more
reliable than the drive with a 40 percent duty cycle used in that same environment.
However, a tape drive designed for a 40 percent duty cycle should be just as reliable
as the 100 percent duty cycle drive if it is used in a 40 percent duty cycle environ-
ment, such as traditional backup.

Transfer Speed
Transfer speed is also very important to consider when deciding on a backup drive.
How fast can the drive read and write data? When comparing different drives, of
course, you must compare native transfer speeds. A drive’s native transfer speed is its
speed without compression. This often is difficult to assess, because many drives
quote only the compressed numbers. They usually attach a footnote to that number
that says something like, “This number assumes a 2-to-1 compression ratio. The
actual transfer speed varies based on the compressibility of the data.” The reason for
this is that different manufacturers make different claims regarding compression
ratios. Some vendors have claimed a typical compression ratio of as much as 5 to 1.
While it is true that different compression algorithms do yield different results, it is
very difficult to verify a particular vendor’s claims of better compression. To make
sure that you are comparing apples to apples, always compare native transfer speeds.

Some vendors do not use the term native transfer rate. They might use the term head-
to-tape transfer rate, which refers to how fast the recording head can write the data
on the tape. This rate does not change with compression. If the data is compressed
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prior to being sent to the recording head, the drive’s effective throughput is
increased, but the head-to-tape speed does not change.

When looking at drive specifications, try to locate the word sustained. Sustained
transfer rates provide the fairest comparison between drives. Some drives quote burst
rates and synchronous rates, which are both temporary, best-case scenarios. (Based
on your application, you may wish to compare burst and synchronous transfer rates
as well; just make sure you know that’s what you’re doing.)

Don’t forget to put everything in the same terms. Some drives publish their numbers
in gigabytes or megabytes per hour. To get megabytes per second from megabytes
per hour, just divide the number by 3,600, which is the number of seconds in an
hour. If it’s gigabytes per hour, you can get megabytes per second by dividing the
number by 3,686,400, which is 3,600 times 1,024.

Flexibility
A backup drive can be flexible in two different ways: it can respond well to different
data rates, and it can be used in different ways. Generally what you find is that tape
and optical drives are not very flexible, and that disk drives are fairly flexible. Let’s
explore this idea.

Tape drives: Not so flexible

Tape drives do not generally respond well to different data rates, they can be used for
only one purpose, and you generally need at least one per backup server.

Tape drives must be streamed. That is, they generally need to be sent a stream of
data at close to their maximum throughput rate in order to consistently operate well.
If they receive a stream of data slower than that, they actually can write slower than
the incoming data stream and can also fail more often. See the “Tape Drives” section
later in this chapter for more details on this concept.

It may seem silly to say it, but tape drives can really only do two things. They can
write data sequentially and read data sequentially. This means that they can be used
only with applications that understand how to read and write to tape drives—in
other words, backup and archive applications.

In addition, if you’ve got five backup jobs, you need five tape drives. Yes, many com-
mercial backup software products can interleave onto a single drive jobs that are sent
to a single backup server. However, they cannot interleave jobs when they’re sent to
multiple backup servers. Multiple backup servers often can “time-share” drives, as
long as they make sure that no two servers write to the same drive at the same time.
However, they cannot actually read and write to the same tape drive simultaneously.
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Optical drives: A little more flexible

Optical drives are more flexible than tape drives, but aren’t quite as flexible as disk
drives. They can easily handle different incoming data rates, but they still tend to
have the single-minded issue that tape drives have.

Optical drives are random-access devices, which means that they don’t have the
issues that tape drives have with streaming. Generally, they can handle any data rate
up to their native throughput rate. As of this writing, no optical drives use hardware
compression, so native throughput rate is the same as effective throughput rate for
optical drives.

Since they behave more like disk drives than tape drives, optical drives can also usu-
ally be mounted as a filesystem, which means that they also don’t have the single-
minded issue that tape drives have. Multiple applications can read and write simulta-
neously to the same optical drive, just like they can to any mounted filesystem. Glo-
bal filesystem software could also be used with an optical drive to allow multiple
servers to simultaneously read and write to it as well.

Optical drives could be made to be as flexible as disk. For example, someone could
write drivers that would make an optical drive look like a tape drive. As of this writ-
ing, no one is doing that.

Disk drives: Very flexible

Disk drives really win in the flexibility category. They can handle any data rate you
send them, even going beyond their native throughput, through the use of RAID.
They can emulate just about any kind of backup device you want, and they can emu-
late as many of those devices as you would like.

In addition to being able to handle slower data rates, disk drives can be striped
together using RAID to handle very large incoming data rates. A single RAID array
can handle hundreds of megabytes per second, or it can handle 1 Kbps—whatever
you need.

Thanks to virtualization drivers, disks can also emulate other things. RAID is really
several disks emulating one big disk. Virtual tape software allows disks to emulate
tape. With virtual tape software, you see a disk array, but your backup server sees a
tape drive or a tape library. This is referred to as a virtual tape library, or VTL.

Not only can disk drives emulate tape drives, they can emulate a lot of tape drives.
Virtual tape software allows a single disk array to emulate as many tape drives or
tape libraries as you like, allowing several servers to easily share the same resource
without using anything like global filesystem software. Unlike real tape drives, you
can make more virtual tape drives with the push of a button.

There’s another interesting way that disk drives are flexible. If your backup software
supports multiplexing, and you choose to use that feature when backing up to a vir-
tual tape drive, they can help mitigate the side effects of multiplexing by going signif-
icantly faster than a normal tape drive.
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Normally, you would not multiplex to a virtual tape drive. The reason
you multiplexed to tape was to stream the tape; this is not necessary
with a virtual tape drive. However, there are some licensing issues with
some VTLs and some backup software packages that may give you
reason to multiplex to a VTL. The point of this section is to illustrate
that if you chose to multiplex to a virtual tape, it might not impact
your restore performance as much as multiplexing to physical tape.

Here’s how it works. Suppose your backup software multiplexed several backups to
a single tape, and you ask it to restore just one of those backups. What it actually
does is read all the multiplexed backups and throw into the bit bucket all the bits it
doesn’t need. If your tape drive can go only 50 MBps, it means that a significant por-
tion (75 percent with a multiplexing setting of four) of that 50 MBps is being spent
reading data that’s being thrown away. However, what if you had a “tape drive” that
could read data at 150 MBps? If you threw away 75 percent of that, you’d still have
37.5 MBps, which is a respectable transfer rate.

Finally, the truth is that the virtual tape interface is just that—an interface to the disk
drive. In the end, the data is still lying on disk, which leaves room for a number of
possibilities that are covered in more detail later in the chapter. They include de-
duplication, replication, content-awareness, and re-presentation.

Time-to-Data
Transfer speed is not always the most important deciding factor. (In fact, it’s starting
to be one of the last things I personally look at.) Obviously, having a faster drive
makes backing up and restoring large amounts of data easier. However, many restore
requests are for a single file or a small group of files. Depending on your environ-
ment, this may account for 99 percent of your restores. In addition, many large
restores require anything from several tape mounts to thousands of them. (I know of
one restore that required mounting 20,000 tapes.) What counts most in these
restores is time-to-data: how long does it take to load a volume, seek to the appropri-
ate place on the volume, and start reading data? Streaming tape drives usually are
“slower on the draw” and therefore have a much longer time-to-data. The winners in
the time-to-data category used to be optical drives. The worst time-to-data value for
an optical drive is typically around 12 seconds, allowing 5 seconds for a robotic
exchange. If the file being restored is on a platter that is already loaded, time-to-data
is less than a second. However, the new winner in this category is the disk drive.
With access times in the nanoseconds, it’s hard to beat a disk drive—even if the disk
drive is emulating a tape drive. How long does it take to rewind, eject, or load a vir-
tual tape?

HSM applications place the highest importance on the time-to-data value because of
how HSM works. An unused file is automatically migrated from disk to a less expen-
sive storage medium. The user does not realize this and may eventually attempt to
access the file. The HSM system detects that the file is needed and automatically
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retrieves it from the backup medium. All the user sees is a delay in accessing the file.
If the delay is 12 seconds or less, the user may not even notice. However, suppose
that the file is placed on a tape drive whose time-to-data is two minutes. A typical
user is either going to call the help desk or reboot by that time. That is why HSM
environments should use either optical media or one of the newer tape drives that
have been designed with very low time-to-data values.

In extremely high-volume HSM environments, it also matters how long it takes to
rewind and eject the volume. The time-to-data is added to the data-transfer time and
rewind-and-eject time to create something called cycle time. If the cycle time of a par-
ticular tape drive is 2 minutes, the HSM system can service 30 file migration requests
per hour per drive. An 8-drive autoloader would increase that to 240 files per hour.
In comparison, an average optical platter has a cycle time of less than 30 seconds.
This means an 8-drive autoloader using optical platters can service up to 1,000
migration requests per hour. Consider carefully how important the time-to-data
value is in your environment.

Capacity
Capacity used to be the most important factor when considering a backup drive. It
still is in many nonautomated environments. If a full backup of your entire system
can fit on one volume, you do not have to worry about swapping volumes in the
middle of the night. However, using an autoloader significantly reduces the impor-
tance of volume capacity. In fact, having your data on multiple smaller volumes may
actually make a restore go faster with today’s backup software.

Having a drive of insufficient capacity affects your overall transfer rate, though. Sup-
pose that you are backing up to a 100 GB volume with a transfer rate of 100 MBps
and a cycle time of 4 minutes. At 100 MBps, you can fill the entire volume in a little
over 16 minutes. You would need to swap volumes, which would take 4 minutes.
That means that it actually took 20 minutes to back up the 100 GB, reducing your
overall effective throughput to 80 MBps—not 100. Suppose that there was a bank of
8 of these drives in an autoloader; the overall throughput for an 8-hour period would
be reduced from 29 TB to 23 TB—a 6 TB difference. If your volume had a capacity of
500 GB, though, the amount of transferred data lost due to volume swaps is reduced
to around 1 TB.

Also remember that larger capacity usually means a longer time-to-data—especially
in tape drives. (Obviously, it takes longer to get halfway through a 2,000-foot tape
than it does to get halfway through a 1,000-foot tape.) Some tape drives mitigate this
by mounting midpoint, but it’s still a long way to the end of the tape—even if you
start in the middle.

Another capacity consideration is the intended use of the drive. Are you planning to
use backup software that writes continuously to each volume until it is full or will
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you make lots of small backups to a single volume? For example, suppose that you
regularly make database exports to tape and send them to a partner who imports
that data into his database. Do you really need a 400 GB tape to export a 500 MB
database? Every export will require an expensive 400 GB tape. It would be more cost
effective to use a cheaper, smaller tape or optical drive for such a purpose.

Removability
With the advent of virtual tape, we need to consider this aspect of backup drives.
Obviously, tape drives and optical drives are removable, and it is considered one of
their great features. As of this writing, removable virtual tape cartridges are also
beginning to be available. However, most virtual tape and disk units do not have
removable media available.

Many customers are beginning to ask whether or not removability is still a require-
ment for them. The reason that most people need removability is that they want to
be able to send their tapes to an off-site vaulting vendor. What if you could do that
without moving tape around? Would you still need the media to be removable? Ask
yourself this question when examining the replication features of disk targets, cov-
ered later in this chapter.

Cost
Drives that are more reliable and flexible, store more data at a faster rate, and have a
smaller time-to-data value usually cost more. The only time when you may get a
price break on a reliable, quick drive is if a manufacturer is trying to break into a
market that is dominated by another manufacturer. Of course, then you bear the risk
of the drive being taken off the market. (There have been a number of dead soldiers
over the years.)

Another cost factor to consider is reusability of media. There are several write-once-
read-many (WORM) technologies that do not allow you to reuse media. These drives
have a definite purpose, such as making bootable CDs or unchangeable archives, but
you definitely should consider whether you are allowed to reuse the media when cal-
culating total cost of ownership.

Another thing you should consider is the cost involved in managing the intelligence
behind the backup system. If you use tape drives, you need to do a lot more design
and management of the system to make sure that the system is writing data to tape in
a way that utilizes tape drives well. If you use disk, you hardly have to do that, thus
significantly reducing your total cost of ownership.

Make sure you consider all cost factors when comparing the cost of the different
media types. This is especially true when considering the cost of your on-site storage
system because it probably won’t be a standalone tape drive. It most likely will be
either a tape library, an optical library, or some kind of disk system. Do not make the
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mistake of comparing only the price of the media: tape will always win. Remember
that when it comes to your on-site storage system, that piece of media is worthless
without the tape or optical library it goes in. Start with determining how much stor-
age you need based on how many full and incremental backups you’re going to store
on-site. Suppose, for example, you have determined that you need 200 TB of on-site
storage. Compare, then, the cost of a fully populated 200 TB tape library, a fully
populated 200 TB optical library, and a 200 TB disk system. A fully populated tape
or optical library has all the tape/optical drives you need, all the slots you need, and
enough tapes/platters to fill those slots. A fully populated disk system has all the
disks you need, along with any RAID or virtualization software or hardware needed
to make it behave the way you want it to behave. (Of course, you have to take into
consideration the differences in power requirements between a disk system and a
tape system.) When you compare things like this, you might be surprised at the num-
bers, especially when you factor in the data de-duplication features of disk systems.

Summary
While several drives fit into the middle-of-the-road category, most drives excel in one
or more of these eight critical factors. Tape drives have historically excelled in the
cost of acquisition area; however, the de-duplication features of disk units are chang-
ing that. Different backup drives are better than others in the areas of time-to-data,
transfer rate, and flexibility. Optical media obviously provides a quick time-to-data,
but they definitely have smaller capacity yet cost more than their tape counterparts.
Disk drives can be more expensive than either tape or optical media, but not neces-
sarily. They excel in every other decision factor. You must decide which factors are
most important in your decision.

Using Backup Hardware
People ask a number of questions about using backup hardware. Hopefully this sec-
tion will help to answer them.

Compression
To save space, data can be compressed before being written to the drive. There are
two methods of compression: software and hardware. Software compression is per-
formed by compressing the data via software prior to sending it to the drive. When
using hardware compression, uncompressed data is sent to the drive, and a special-
ized chip on the drive does the compression. Figure 9-1 tries to show the paths that
the two different types of compression take.

Software compression obviously requires more usage of the host CPU than does
hardware compression. This CPU usage usually outweighs its one advantage—that it
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lowers the amount of data transferred across the network. Hardware compression,
on the other hand, actually makes things go faster. The specialized compression chip
can compress data at line speed. Since it’s reducing the amount of data actually being
written to tape, and it’s doing so at line speed, it actually increases the effective through-
put of your drive. Therefore, if you have a tape drive that can write at 120 MBps, and
the incoming data allows for a 2-to-1 compression ratio, the drive can accept data at
240 MBps. It compresses the incoming 240 MBps stream and generates a 120 MBps
output that is then written to the actual tape drive. If the incoming data can be com-
pressed 3 to 1, the drive can accept data at 360 MBps and generate the same 120 MBps
output for the tape drive.

The amount of compression that you achieve is highly dependent on the compres-
sion ratio of the data. Certain kinds of data compress better than others. Text data,
for example, compresses very well. Certain kinds of image formats (e.g., TIFF) are
already compressed and cannot be compressed further. If you are backing up a file-
system containing nothing but TIFF files, you’ll probably achieve no more than the
native speed of the drive. However, if you are backing up the filesystem containing
nothing but logfiles, you may get transfer rates that are well in excess of the pub-
lished rates of the drive, because most of them are based on a 2-to-1 compression
ratio.

Density Versus Compression
Density and compression often are confused. As I mentioned earlier, hardware com-
pression actually uses compression algorithms to compress the data prior to sending
it to the actual recording head. The way that the recording head writes the data to
the drive actually doesn’t change. Density, on the other hand, refers to how densely
the data is physically written on the tape. Density is represented by a bits per inch, or
bpi, value. This is how later generations of tape drives achieve higher throughput and
capacity even with the same physical tape. If a drive moves the tape at the same
speed but can write bits closer together on the tape, the drive can write the data
faster and can fit more on the tape.

Figure 9-1. Data paths of software and hardware compression

dd tape device

dd compress dd tape write head

compression chip on drive tape write head
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How Often Should I Change My Media?
Media life is described by manufacturers in terms of number of passes. A pass is any
time that the medium passes by the recording head; this means every time a tape is
written to or read from, as well as any time the tape is retensioned. Most manufac-
turers of data-grade media specify that a given piece of media can survive several
thousand passes. If you were streaming the tape drive and performing one backup
and one restore per week, it would take almost 20 years to reach 2,000 passes. It’s
important to realize the importance that shoe-shining plays in this area. If a tape
drive is shoe-shining, each time it moves a section of the tape back and forth across
the head counts as a pass. Therefore, if a drive is shoe-shining a lot, one backup can
result in 20 passes over each section of the media, reducing the media life from 20
years to 1 year.

How many times you reuse a piece of media should be based on your environment. I
could not in good conscience recommend that you throw away media after only a
few uses. I also could not recommend that you never replace your media. I believe
that you should adopt a wait-and-see approach to replacing media. Perform regular
backup and restore tests on your media. Pull volumes out at random and attempt to
restore files from them. Replace a volume if it gives the slightest indication of trou-
ble. If you see a trend of a particular bad batch of tapes, you should perhaps do more
testing to see if the problem is widespread. If you watch your backup logs, you also
may occasionally see I/O errors when writing to a particular tape. That tape also
should be replaced.

Cartridge Care
Today’s backup media is much more resilient than it used to be. (I remember acci-
dentally dropping a nine-track tape on the floor and watching it unravel all over the
place.) You still need to treat media with care, though. Tapes should be stored with
the spline up and the axis of the tape spool parallel to the ground. (If this were a cas-
sette tape, and you stuck a pencil through the tension wheel, the pencil would be
pointing straight out—not straight up. You do know what a cassette tape is, right?)
This prevents gravity from causing the tape to settle around the spool.

If you accidentally drop a tape, pick it up and shake it. If you hear noise, do not use
the tape. There are delicate mechanisms inside that allow the tape to be brought
back into the cartridge. Dropping a tape can cause one of the springs to pop off its
pedestal. If you then put that tape into a drive, the tape will be spooled into the
drive, and you will not be able to pull it out. The only way to repair it is to disassem-
ble the drive.
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Drive Care
Clean your drive according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. So many prob-
lems can be prevented by this simple maintenance step. Read the manual for your
particular model of drive and follow the directions that you read there. What else can
I say? Also remember that many manufacturers are extremely hard to deal with when
repairs come up if you have not religiously followed the maintenance schedule.

Please note that some drive manufacturers want you to clean their
drives only when the drives request to be cleaned. These drives are
built to be self-cleaning and should get dirty only under adverse cir-
cumstances. These drives are made to notify you when they need to be
cleaned, and cleaning them more often than they request to be cleaned
can actually shorten the life of the drive.

Nearline and Offline Storage
Two terms that you may see when considering the purchase of backup hardware are
nearline and offline. Offline is what you typically think of when you’re thinking
about backups. It is a second copy of online data. It is not intended to be the pri-
mary copy of the information, unless of course it is needed for a restore. A nearline
copy, though, is completely different. “Nearline” implies that a file is “close to being
online.” That is, it is stored in an automated library on a less expensive storage
device. It may take several seconds, or even a minute, to get the data, but it can be
automatically retrieved. An HSM implementation requires nearline storage.

Tape Drives
Here’s some helpful information about tape drives.

Tape Drives Must Be Streamed
Modern tape drives do not generally respond well to different data rates. That is, if a
tape drive was designed to read or write data at 120 MBps, then it will typically per-
form well only if it’s reading or writing at 120 MBps, with some exceptions that are
covered later in this chapter in the section “Variable Speed Tape Drives.” Most tape
drives today can actually only write data at their rated speed. If you send it 120 MBps,
it will write at 120 MBps. However, if you send that same drive at 60 MBps, it will
spend 50 percent of its time writing at 120 MBps and the other 50 percent of its time
preparing to write at 120 MBps.
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Here’s how it works. You start sending the data to the drive, where it first goes to the
drive’s buffer. The tape drive starts spinning up its mechanics, preparing to write the
data from the buffer to the tape at 120 MBps (if it’s a 120 MBps drive). Once the
buffer is full, the tape drive starts reading data from the buffer and writing it to the
tape. If you’re streaming the drive, you’re filling the buffer with new data as fast as
the drive is emptying the buffer as it writes data to tape.

However, if you’re not filling the buffer as fast as it’s being emptied, at some point,
the tape drive looks at the buffer and it’s not full. The tape is still moving, of course,
because it needs to be moving to write data—but now there’s no more data to write.
The tape drive must stop, rewind the tape, move it back to a position before it
stopped writing, and then wait for the buffer to fill up with data again. This is called
repositioning, and every reposition takes a finite amount of time, sometimes as much
as a few seconds. When the buffer is full again, the drive starts moving the tape
again, and the buffer gets emptied again.

If the buffer is constantly full of data, and the tape drive never has to reposition, we
say that the tape drive is streaming. If you are sending anything less than the drive’s
target throughput rate, the drive is repositioning. If you’re sending a stream of data
that’s less than, but close to the target throughput rate, it’s repositioning occasion-
ally. The slower the data rate is in comparison to the target rate, the more the drive is
repositioning. If the drive is repositioning a lot, the tape is being constantly moved
back and forth across the read/write head like a shoe-shine rag across a dress shoe,
which is why this scenario is called shoe-shining.

It usually takes longer to reposition the tape than it does to empty the buffer. There-
fore, once a reposition has started, it doesn’t matter how quickly you can fill up the
buffer; the drive has to finish its reposition before it can start writing and empty the
buffer again. Meanwhile, the buffer might be full, but it isn’t being emptied. This
means that the incoming data must be told to wait while the drive prepares to empty
the buffer. The more often this happens, the less the drive is able to keep up with the
incoming data rate. This is why a tape drive that is not streaming may actually write
data at a slower rate than the incoming data rate; the drive is spending all of its time
repositioning, and very little of its time writing data.

Compression Makes It Harder to Stream Drives
Although you should not use compression rates when comparing different backup
drives, it is important to understand the role that compression plays in determining
actual throughput. As mentioned in the section on compression earlier in this chap-
ter, a lot of people do not realize that compression increases the effective throughput
rate of your drive by the same ratio it increases a drive’s effective storage capacity. In
the previous section, I mentioned that a 120 MBps tape drive should be sent data at
the rate of 120 MBps if you expect it to stream. This is called its target throughput
rate. However, if the data going to a 120 MBps drive is being compressed 2 to 1, its
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effective target throughput rate is actually 240 MBps. A drive is streaming only if it’s
writing data at or near its effective target throughput rate.

You need to determine the effective target throughput rate of the drives in your envi-
ronment. To do this, you must determine what compression ratio you’re actually
getting, then multiply that ratio times your drive’s target throughput rate (e.g., 120
MBps) to get your effective throughput rate (e.g., 240 MBps). To determine your
compression ratio, you need to determine how much data is being written to your
full tapes. Most backup products write data to a tape until they hit the PEOT mark.
This means that if you divide the average size of a full tape by the native capacity of a
tape, you will end up with your actual average compression ratio. For example, if the
native capacity of your tapes is 400 GB, and you’re fitting an average of 600 GB of
data on each full tape, you’re getting an average compression ratio of 1.5 to 1. There-
fore, your 120 MBps tape drive is actually a 180 MBps tape drive.

Variable Speed Tape Drives
The previous section explained how tape drives do not handle varying data rates very
well because they can write at only one speed. As mentioned previously, this is really
a function of the need to have the recording head move across the media very quickly
to obtain a high signal-to-noise ratio.

Having said that, tape drive vendors had gotten tired of hearing about this old com-
plaint, and they were genuinely worried that the problem was going to get worse and
worse as tape drive speeds got faster and faster. The faster drives got, the harder it
would be to stream them, and the better the chance they would shoe-shine. Yet the
nature of the market required them to come out with faster and faster tape drives.

So a few bright vendors started to realize that if they came out with a faster drive that
could also go slow, they’d have something truly special. Therefore, some drives are
now able to step down their speeds to keep up with slower data rates. As of this writ-
ing, there are drives that can go as slow as 1/2 of the original native transfer rate; in
other words, a 100 MBps drive that can also run at 50 MBps without shoe-shining.

Some vendors are claiming that variable speed tape drives make shoe-
shining a thing of the past. This is absolutely not true.

Variable speed tape drives can still suffer from shoe-shining. Suppose a tape drive has
a native speed of 120 MBps, and your data is compressing at 1.5 to 1, turning that
drive into a 180 MBps tape drive. A variable speed tape drive can typically slow
down to 50 percent of its original speed, allowing the drive in our example to
become a 90 MBps tape drive after compression. If you are supplying data slower
than 90 MBps, then it is not streaming; it is shoe-shining.
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Helical and Linear Tape Drives Are Different
It’s generally held that helical scan tape drives suffer less than linear tape drives when
it comes to slow incoming data rates. A review of the differences between these tech-
nologies will help explain why.

One of the best ways to illustrate the difference between helical scan and linear
recording technologies is to look at a non-hi-fi VCR, because it actually incorporates
both technologies and illustrates an important point. Do you remember VCRs before
they all went hi-fi? Did you ever record and watch a movie on a non-hi-fi VCR using
the extended play (EP) setting? When you played that tape, it sounded horrible.

This analogy worked much better 5–10 years ago when not all VCRs
were hi-fi. Some readers may have to go ask their parents what a non-
hi-fi VCR was. If you’ve never had a non-hi-fi VCR, you’ll just have to
trust me. Recording a movie on EP sounded like garbage!

Yet if you record the same movie on the same setting with a hi-fi VCR, the audio
sounds fine. Have you ever wondered why?

Look at Figure 9-2. A VCR’s tape is brought out of the cartridge and wrapped
around a rotating drum. As you can see in Figure 9-3, the drum is angled slightly and
has recording heads on its side. (The rectangle sitting at an angle in Figure 9-3 repre-
sents the angled drum with its rotating recording heads.) As the tape is pulled slowly
around the drum, the diagonally positioned recording heads write “stripes” of video
data diagonally across the tape, as can be seen in the bottom of Figure 9-3. Although
the tape is moving very slowly around the drum, the drum is spinning very fast. This
means that the recording heads on the edge of the drum actually are moving across
the tape very quickly, resulting in a good quality video signal.

Figure 9-2. VCR tape path
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The drum spins at 1800 rpm, or 30 revolutions per second, with one head on each
side of the drum. This means that the recording heads are writing a stripe of data 60
times each second. Each one of these stripes contains half of an interlaced video
frame. A synchronization signal also is written along the edge of the tape that keeps
the tape in sync with the spinning recording heads. The VCR interlaces these images
into what you see as full-motion video.

In a non-hi-fi VCR, the tape also passes by a stationary audio head that records a lin-
ear audio signal along the edge of the tape; this is very similar to how an audiocas-
sette player works. You can see the stationary audio recording head in Figure 9-3. A
hi-fi VCR has this same stationary head for backward-compatibility reasons, but it
also has audio heads on the spinning drum. This means that it records audio tracks
as diagonal stripes alongside the video data, as can be seen in Figure 9-4. The audio
recording heads in a hi-fi VCR are moving across the tape at a high speed, whether
you are recording in EP or standard play (SP) mode. This is why a hi-fi VCR can
record a good audio signal regardless of the speed at which the tape is moving
around the drum.

The result is a videotape that looks like the one in Figure 9-4. The video tracks are
recorded in diagonal stripes across the tape. In a non-hi-fi VCR, the audio track is
recorded slowly, in a linear fashion, along the bottom of the tape as the tape passes
by the stationary recording head. A hi-fi VCR also records the audio this way but
also records it in quick, diagonal stripes parallel to the video tracks.

Figure 9-3. Helical scan recording
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Remember that in a non-hi-fi VCR, the video heads move very quickly across the
tape, but the audio heads do not. The result is a good-quality video signal, but a
poor-quality audio signal. However, when a hi-fi VCR records audio, it records it just
like it records the video—in rapid diagonal stripes across the tape. This results in
high-quality audio and video signals. This shows how, in order to record a high-quality
signal to tape, the recording head must be moved across the media very quickly. This
is important because in a data drive, the quality of the signal is everything.

This in-depth explanation of how VCRs work also explains the difference between
helical scan and linear recording technologies. Helical scan drives record data just
like a VCR records video, by wrapping the tape around a spinning drum with record-
ing heads attached to it. Linear tape drives move the tape quickly across a stationary
recording head. Let us look at these two types of drives in more detail.

As seen in Figure 9-3, a helical drive pulls the tape out of the drive and wraps it
around a spinning drum that is turned on a slight angle. On the side of the spinning
drum are recording heads that write diagonal stripes across the tape. This allows the
tape to move very slowly around the spinning drum, while the recording heads can
move across the tape’s surface very quickly. This is exactly the same way a VCR
records the video signal.

The downside of such a device is that the tape must be wrapped all the way around
this spinning drum. Advocates of linear recording technology say that this puts
undue stress on the tape. Helical scan manufacturers say that they have changed the
way the tape is pulled around the drive in a way that reduces the stress on the tape.
Helical scan technology is used in several drives, such as 8 mm, AIT, DAT/DDS,
DTF, DTS, and SAIT.

A tape drive that uses linear recording technology pulls the tape very quickly across a
fixed recording head. Remember from the lesson about VCRs that the recording
head must move very quickly past the tape. Since the recording head is stationary,
this requires moving the tape at a very high speed, as much as hundreds of inches per
second. One of the popular drives that uses linear recording technology is Linear
Tape Open (LTO); its tape path is illustrated in Figure 9-5.

Figure 9-4. A section of videotape
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Most modern linear tape drives, including LTO, use an enhanced linear technology
called linear serpentine. A drive using the linear serpentine recording method records
several stripes of data across the tape from one end to the other. The head then
moves slightly up or down and writes another several stripes of data in the reverse
direction. Depending on the model of the drive, it may do this several times before it
uses up the entire recording surface. Linear technology is also used in a number of
tape drives, including DLT, LTO, and all of the drives manufactured by IBM and
Sun as of this writing.

Now that you understand the differences between these two technologies, you
should be able to see why many feel that helical scan tape drives might suffer shoe-
shining less than linear tape drives. A linear tape drive is moving the tape very fast,
where a helical scan drive is moving it very slow. A linear tape drive with an empty
buffer is going to move past several hundred inches of tape before it “realizes” that
the buffer is empty and it begins to reposition. The tape in a helical scan drive, how-
ever, isn’t moving nearly as fast, so it’s won’t move that far before it realizes it needs
to rewind, and it doesn’t have to rewind very far before it gets back to the point it
needs to be before it starts writing again. Some time will be associated with syncing
up to the sync signal on the bottom of the tape that keeps the heads in sync with the
diagonal stripes of data on the tape, but that will probably be faster than what’s hap-
pening in a linear tape drive.

Figure 9-5. Linear recording technology
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Cartridges Versus Cassettes
Although many people use the term “cartridge” to refer to any type of tape, car-
tridges are actually single-spool tapes, such as a DLT, LTO, or SAIT drive. A cas-
sette contains two spools within the tape, such as an AIT or DDS drive.

The reason for discussing this is to explain one primary difference between the way
the two types of tape work. A single-spool cartridge does not have a take-up reel
inside the cartridge itself. The take-up reel is inside the drive. That means that with
single-spool cartridges, the entire tape is pulled out of the cartridge and wrapped
around the drive’s internal take-up reel.

A cassette’s tape, however, effectively remains inside the cartridge. Most technolo-
gies pull a certain amount of the tape outside of the cassette at a time, but the bulk of
the tape remains inside the cassette. There are a few technologies that can use a cas-
sette without pulling any of the tape outside of the cassette.

Midrange Tape Drive Types
This section briefly covers what the industry tends to call midrange tape drives. A
midrange tape drive is typically something that would be considered expensive to a
home user but is not a high-end specialized tape drive, such as those found in the
black boxes of planes. The tape drives covered in this section currently range from
under a thousand dollars to tens of thousands of dollars.

We do not list the capacity of the drives listed here because they
change so frequently. You can easily obtain this information from the
Web.

The information I have included is very general and often historical, and is offered
mainly to assist you in differentiating among the different types of drives. The drives
are listed in alphabetical order as much as possible so as not to show any preference
for any particular drive. Some of the drives covered here are either brand new to the
market or not even released as of this writing.

Must’ve Saved a Bundle
A backup service provider that supported remote backups for several customers sched-
uled tape pick-ups/drop-offs to occur not at the datacenter, but at a central location.
Tapes were transported between the central location and the datacenters in the back
of a backup operator’s station wagon, sometimes sitting in the back of a hot car for sev-
eral hours.

—Kevin Suttle
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Some of the drives covered in this chapter have been end-of-lifed by
their manufacturers, and I considered dropping them from the book.
However, the truly budget-conscious customer just might be buying
one of these end-of-lifed drives on the used market. I left them in just
for that reader.

3480 (end-of-lifed)

The IBM 3480 drive family has been around awhile; uses a half-inch 3480 cartridge;
and includes the 3480, 3490, and 3490E. Although today these drives are made by a
number of different manufacturers, they originally were created for IBM main-
frames. These drives, therefore, have the longest history of stability and reliability of
any drive being sold in the open-systems market today. They are rather slow and
small in capacity compared to other tape drives, but they have a relatively quick load
and access time.

3590

The IBM 3590 was the successor of the 3480 family, with larger tape capacities and
additional speed. It has its own media type—a half-inch 3590 cartridge.

3592

The IBM 3592 was intended to replace the 3590. It uses its own half-inch 3592 car-
tridge and offers faster transfer rates and higher capacities than its competitors.
There are actually two types of 3592 media. One is less expensive, while the other
offers quicker access to data.

TS1120

The IBM TS1120 uses 3592 media and offers extremely fast transfer rates and very
large capacities.

3570 drive (a.k.a. Magstar MP)

The IBM 3570 cartridge, with its trapezoidal shape, is a completely different form
factor than just about any cartridge out there. It was the first midrange tape drive
that could mount midpoint; it also never leaves the cartridge. (In the tradition of bor-
rowing old technologies, this one reminds me of an old cassette tape. You remember
how pinchers were inserted into the tape, and the rollers pulled the tape along with-
out removing it from the cartridge? This mechanism is reminiscent of that.) The tape
has a relatively slow transfer rate, but transfer rate is not the most important factor in
the market that this tape is aimed at. It is a potential nearline solution, because it has
a total time-to-data of less than 30 seconds—not that much slower than the optical
drives that were available at the time it was released.
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8 mm (8x0x) drives (end-of-lifed)

This family of drives was originally made only by Exabyte, although other manufac-
turers eventually made them as well. (This category does not include the AIT or the
Mammoth drives, which are covered separately.) The first drive in this family was the
8200, followed by the 8500 and 8505. These drives have a poor reliability history.
Insiders will tell you that it is because the mechanisms that go into these drives are
the same mechanisms that go into Sony 8 mm camcorders. At one time, they actu-
ally were made on the same assembly line.

These drives were so much like camcorders that back in the day, we
actually used consumer-grade video tapes as backup tapes. Although
we cursed our cheap purchasing department, they actually worked just
fine.

9840 drives

This line of Sun/StorageTek drives uses a half-inch 9840 cartridge and includes the
9840A, B, and C. At first glance, they have smaller capacities and throughput rates
than other drives listed in this chapter, and yet they cost more. There are two rea-
sons for this. The first is that, like the IBM 3xx0 drives, these drives were designed
for mainframe use and are intended for a 100 percent duty cycle. The second reason
is that they tend to have very quick time-to-data rates. If you need a very quick-
acting tape drive that has a 100 percent duty cycle, this drive is for you.

9940 drives

The 9940 drives are also from Sun/StorageTek and use a half-inch 9940 cartridge.
They offer more capacity and throughput than the previous 9840 generation.

T10000 drives

The next generation of drives from Sun/StorageTek uses a half-inch 10000 cartridge
that offers more capacity and throughput than the 9940 family.

AIT drive

The AIT drive is Sony’s attempt to completely reengineer the 8 mm drive. These
drives fit into a 3.5-inch half-height form factor. The tapes are 8 mm high, but that’s
where the similarity with the old 8xx0 drives ends. Sony invented a new type of
media just for the drive, called Advanced Metal Evaporative (AME), which consists
of an evaporated metal recording layer covered by a protective layer and lubricant.
This new media type reportedly has superior recording and magnetic retention capa-
bilities over the standard magnetic particle tape. The tape also contains an EEPROM
called Memory In Cassette (MIC). This EEPROM contains historical information
about the tape, and potentially could be used to partition the tape into multiple logi-
cal volumes, although no vendors have taken advantage of this functionality. The
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AIT drive cannot read traditional 8 mm tapes. The drive did deliver on its promise of
capacity and throughput, at a relatively low price point, and was designed to com-
pete with the original DLT market.

DDS drive

Originally put out by HP, the Digital Data Storage (DDS) drive borrowed the format
from the DAT market. Just for the record, it is not proper to call a DDS drive a DAT
drive, because DAT refers to digital audio tape. Many people (and some vendors) still
call DDS drives “DAT drives,” even though it’s about the same as calling an 8 mm
drive a camcorder. Very few people will notice or care if you make this common mis-
take. It probably would be easier to get people to stop saying “PIN number.” DDS
drives are one of the least expensive and slowest drives in the open-systems market.
They work, they’re inexpensive—but they are slow. They’re also quite popular, as
they were the only midrange drive under $1,000 for a long time.

DLT drives (end-of-lifed)

DLT stands for Digital Linear Tape, and these drives were originally developed by
Digital Corp., based on its TK-50 and TK-70 lines. The company kept the same basic
media format and redesigned the drive that used it. (The first DLT drives were actu-
ally able to read the old TK tapes.) Two years later, it improved the design with what
would come to be known as the DLT 2000, with twice the capacity and 60 percent
greater throughput than its nearest competitor. The only problem was that no one
outside Digital’s installed base was buying the drives. In 1994, it decided to sell the
technology to a hard-drive manufacturer, Quantum Technology. The rest, as they
say, is history. DLT drives then dominated the midrange storage market for quite
some time.

DLT-S drives (aka Super DLT)

Quantum improved on the original DLT product with what it called the Super DLT.
The early Super DLT drives could actually read older DLT media, and this was a
great competitive advantage against any other drive, because most companies had a
huge pile of DLT tapes with old backups on them. Since the Super DLT actually used
a completely different read-write head, Quantum achieved backward compatibility
with a separate read head for the older media. Quantum now calls this line DLT-S.

DLT-V drives (aka Value DLT)

Some entrepreneurs felt there was still a demand for lower-end DLT drives, so Quan-
tum licensed DLT technology to a company called Benchmark, which began making
a value-based line of DLTs. These drives offered smaller capacities and slower
throughput rates than Quantum’s Super DLT drives, but it did so at a smaller price
point as well. The Benchmark line was successful, so Quantum bought Benchmark
and now markets these drives as its value DLTs, or DLT-V.
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DTF drive

This is Sony’s entrance into the high-capacity, high-speed market. These drives offer
high capacity and aggressive throughputs, and the media is somewhere between the
size of an LTO tape and a VCR tape. You typically won’t see DTF drives in anything
but a Sony tape library. Most libraries support similar-sized media such as 4 mm, 8
mm, or half-inch media, as they can easily retool a library by simply swapping out
the drives and tapes. This unfortunately leaves DTF media out in the cold due to its
form factor.

LMS NCTP drive

Phillips LMS originally made this drive, but Phillips LMS was sold to Plasmon. The
Laser Magnetic Storage (LMS) NCTP drive can read or write to 3480 and 3490E car-
tridges. Although they have not gained wide acceptance with other automation ven-
dors, they have moderate throughput rates and capacities, and Plasmon does offer its
own line of tape libraries using these drives. (They have a similar size issue to the
DTF media.)

LTO drives

Linear Tape Open drives are the product of the LTO Consortium between HP, IBM,
and Quantum, and are the most popular midrange tape drives on the market today.
Some people seem to like that there are multiple companies that make these drives,
which is something that isn’t true of the Quantum DLT drives. Competition has
done its job, with each member of the consortium working hard to make its version
of LTO the best, while making sure its LTO was able to read tapes made by other
members of the consortium.

You’ve got to hand it to Quantum. The LTO Consortium, originally
started by HP, IBM, and Seagate, was intended to compete with
Quantum’s DLT line. Seagate spun off Certance and gave it the LTO
line, and then Quantum acquired Certance. Now Quantum is one of
the members of the consortium that was designed to take it out. In
addition, in 2006, Quantum acquired the only major competitor to its
tape library business that wasn’t owned by a major OEM. IBM owns
its tape library business, and Sun owns what used to be StorageTek.
The only remaining major competitor was ADIC, and it is now owned
by Quantum.

LTO tapes are half-inch cartridges, and LTO drives offer very fast transfer rates and
large capacities at a relatively moderate (although not inexpensive) price point. Most
LTO drives also offer some degree of variable speed, and are able to step down to
roughly half their original speed in order to keep up with slow incoming data rates.
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Mammoth drive (end-of-lifed)

The Mammoth drive was Exabyte’s attempt to go on its own. It listened to the com-
plaints from its customers about the original 8 mm line but was unwilling to com-
pletely reject the format. It believed that the failure of the original line was due to the
consumer-grade components produced on the camcorder assembly line. It decided,
therefore, to go on its own and produce its own mechanism. It increased the form
factor so that the parts wouldn’t be so cramped, and it upgraded several key parts of
the design. This was a complete redesign, including everything from metal thickness
to a different kind of material for the capstan rollers. The Mammoth drives offered
much greater capacities and throughput rates than the original 8 mm drives, and
Exabyte sold quite a few for a while. However, it eventually pulled the drive from the
market due to lack of demand.

MLR 1-3 drives

Just as the DLT drive was a modified TK 70, the MLR drives are a completely new
drive based on QIC media. MLR drives offer moderate capacities and speeds but have
not gained wide-spread acceptance in the data center or from automation vendors.

VXA

Originally developed by Ecrix, the VXA technology was acquired by Exabyte. VXA
cartridges offer an option to those looking for an inexpensive tape drive with reason-
able capacity and performance. VXA makes many very strong claims about the reli-
ability of data written to VXA tapes, including testimonies from people who were
still able to read their tapes after very bad things happen to those tapes. Although
Exabyte offers some tape libraries using VXA, VXA has not been adopted by major
automation vendors. Again, it is probably the difference in the form factor.

Optical Drives
Optical drives fit a niche in between the inexpensive nature of tape and the through-
put and flexibility of disk. They excel in the areas of reliability, flexibility, duty cycle,
removability, and time-to-data. Their challenges are in the areas of throughput,
capacity, and cost.

Optical drives offer the removability of tape, but their capacities and throughput
rates have generally lagged behind those of tape. Their greatest advantages over tape
have been their very quick time-to-data rates and their long-term reliability.
Although inexpensive disk is now easily the winner in the time-to-data category,
most disk systems are not designed to be portable. Therefore, optical systems are an
easy choice for environments that require very quick time-to-data rates along with
removability. In addition, if you need to reliably store data for long periods of time,
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optical is the clear winner. (Some disk units are even competing for that category as
well, but many feel it’s a stretch. We’ll see what happens.) If you need a removable
media with random accessibility that can reliably store data for long periods of time,
optical tape drives are hard to beat.

Not all optical media is created the same when it comes to long-term
retention. Do your research.

This section is divided into two main subsections: optical recording methods and
optical formats. Throughout, a recording method refers to how the data is physically
represented on disk, and a recording format refers to what type of drive may use
these recording formats. For example, the most common recording method is the phase
change method. There are several recording formats that use this, such as CD-RW,
DVD-RW, DVD-RAM, and DVD+RW.

Optical Recording Methods
Most people understand that traditional disk drives record digital (binary) data by
polarizing sections of the disk. With traditional optical recording methods, pits (or
holes) in the land (or surface) of the disk represent the binary data. Historically, the
land was the flat surface of the disk, and the pits were actual holes burned into the
land. When the laser reads the disk, pits don’t reflect as much light as the land, and
this is translated into binary data. Many newer recording technologies do not pro-
duce actual pits. The land is composed of material that is sensitive to high-powered
lasers. When a laser is applied to a certain area, it changes the reflective properties of
that area so that it appears to be a pit in the land. (Although they aren’t actually pits,
they still are referred to as such.) The magneto-optical recording method is a hybrid
of magnetic and optical technologies, thus its name. Binary data is represented by
realigned magnetic particles, as with a traditional disk or tape drive. A laser is used
during the recording process, and a laser is used when reading the drive as well.
(More on this later.)

Magneto-optical recording method

With magneto-optical (or MO), the magnetic recording layer is heated by a laser,
which makes it easier to polarize. The data then is recorded using traditional magnetic
recording techniques, although the heated nature of the recording surface allows pre-
cise control over the magnetized areas. Once the recording layer cools, it is less suscep-
tible to magnetic degradation. An MO disk is erased by passing the high-powered laser
over it again and writing all zeros to the disk. This two-step operation usually requires
two passes to complete, but some MO drives have figured out how to do it in one pass.
MO drives range in size from a few hundred megabytes to 9.1 gigabytes. MO media
traditionally has been permanently contained within a cartridge that looks similar to a
very big 3.5-inch floppy. (You do remember floppies, right?)
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At a time when CDs offered only a few hundred megabytes, and affordable DVD
writers didn’t exist, MO drives offered the first affordable “optical” recording
method for larger amounts of data. Although it was actually a magnetic recording, it
stored data longer than traditional magnetic recordings because the media had to be
heated to change its magnetic properties. The result was that MO ruled the archive
world for quite a few years. However, the introduction of the phase change record-
ing method changed all that.

Phase change recording method

Phase change recording is the only truly optical recording method, as compared to
MO, which is a mix of both optical and magnetic recording. Disks recorded with this
method contain a special recording layer that changes between a crystalline and
amorphous state when heated by a laser, which is why it is called “phase change.”
The amorphous state is less reflective than the crystalline state, and sections of the
disk that are in the amorphous state appear as pits when the disk is read. A higher-
powered laser returns the entire disk to the crystalline state, thus erasing the data. As
of this writing, it is used in all recordable and rewritable CD, DVD, and UDO drives.

The phase change recording method has some advantages over the MO recording
method, starting with the fact that a disk can be erased in a single pass. Secondly, the
nature of laser recording allows for lasers with smaller and smaller diameters,
whereas the lasers themselves become more powerful. We started with 780 nm pits
with CDs and followed with DVDs with 630 nm pits. Now the blue lasers used by
UDO drives are only 405 nm wide. The small width of the lasers allow for tighter
tracks with bits that are closer together, allowing for more data on the disk. Couple
that with higher-powered lasers that can read and write multiple layers, and you can
understand how we’ve gone from 650 MB to 30 GB on the same diameter disk. The
result is that, at this point, devices using phase change recording have really taken
over the market.

Dye polymer recording method

This recording method has been adopted by a few manufacturers and uses a special
die that bubbles when heated. The bubbled areas have different reflective properties
than the nonbubbled areas, and appear as pits when read by the laser. Again, a
higher-powered laser resets the dye to its original state, thus erasing the data.

WORM recording methods

Slight variations to the recording methods just discussed result in write-once-read-
many recordings that create an archive that cannot be deleted, changed, or overwrit-
ten. A number of companies use WORM recording methods to create archives that
can be used as proof of things that happened in the past, because you can prove that
they haven’t been changed.
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CD-R, DVD-R, DVD+R, and UDO all use a variation of the phase change recording
method to create WORM disks. There are also WORM variations of the MO record-
ing method. There’s even WORM tape. For a recording to be WORM, the media
must be designed so that it can be changed only once. For example, the popular
ablative recording method uses a tellurium alloy as a recording layer. This alloy has a
low enough melting point that the high-power laser actually does make physical pits
in it. Once these pits are in the disk, they cannot be removed.

Optical Recording Formats
The following is an overview of recordable and rewritable optical formats. They will be
covered as generally as possible, because the details change every time you look at them.

CD recording formats

Recordable and rewritable CDs are quite popular. They have a small capacity (about
700 MB) and a relatively slow transfer rate (1–2 MBps), but everyone can read a CD
these days. Therefore, they’re useful for data interchange if nothing else. Here are the
two types of CD recorders and how they work:

CD-R
CD-R recorders use one of the WORM recording methods to create read-only
CDs that can be read in any normal CD-ROM or audio CD player, making this a
very popular format. CD-R recorders usually are used to create permanent
archives or bootable CDs.

CD-RW
CD-RW recorders use the phase change recording method to produce CDs that
can be overwritten if desired. CD-RW CDs are readable only in “multiread” CD-
ROM drives. Most CD-RW drives also can produce CD-R CDs that can be read
in older CD-ROM drives. The biggest disadvantage to this format is its speed
when compared to CD-R.

DVD recording formats

Depending on who you ask, DVD stands for digital versatile disk or digital video disk.
DVD has gained a lot of popularity in recent years, and it brings a lot to the table.
There are also a lot of automation vendors that offer rewritable DVD libraries. The
different recordable formats can fit between 2.6 GB and 4.7 GB per side, for a total of
9.4 GB for a dual-layer, dual-sided disk. The transfer rate (5–20 MBps) is still very
slow compared to modern tape drives, but most recordable DVD formats support
random access, so they have a very quick time-to-data.

At one time, the user was required to carefully select a format for the long term.
There are two WORM formats (DVD-R and DVD+R) and three rewritable formats
(DVD-RW, DVD+RW, and DVD-RAM). At this point, however, most recordable
DVD drives can read or write any of the five competing formats.
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The DVD formats, described below, are sponsored by two different groups: The
DVD Forum (www.dvdforum.com) and the DVD+RW alliance (www.dvdrw.com).
The DVD Forum was the original alliance of DVD manufacturers, but their DVD
drives and media are no more or less official than those provided by the DVD+RW
alliance. Drives with a hyphen or dash in their name (DVD-RAM, DVD-R, and DVD-
RW) come from the DVD Forum, and those with a + in their name (DVD+R,
DVD+RW) come from the DVD+RW Alliance.

DVD-RAM
DVD random-access memory (DVD-RAM) was the first readily accessible,
affordable, rewritable DVD format, using a phase change recording method such
as CD-RW. DVD-RAM is probably the least popular of these formats, perhaps
due to its lack of compatibility with regular DVD drives.

DVD-R
DVD-recordable (DVD-R) is the only DVD format to use the dye polymer
recording method. DVD-R drives use WORM media that can be written to only
once. DVD-R’s big plus is that the disks that DVD-R drives produce can be read
easily in any other DVD drive. That is because they appear identical to a “nor-
mal” DVD disk.

DVD-RW
DVD-rewritable (DVD-RW) is the second rewritable format to be endorsed by
the DVD forum, and it uses the phase change recording method. It is also read-
able in most DVD-ROM and drives, but not necessarily readable in regular DVD
players. It is more expensive than DVD-RAM, but it does not have DVD-RAM’s
drawbacks.

DVD+R
DVD-recordable (DVD+R) is the newest recordable DVD format, and it was
proposed by Sony, HP, Ricoh, Yamaha, and Phillips. It uses the phase change
recording method and is able to create either a sequential or random access disk.

DVD+RW
DVD-rewritable (DVD+RW) is the newest rewritable DVD format, and it was
also proposed by Sony, HP, Ricoh, Yamaha, and Phillips. It likewise uses the
phase change recording method and is able to create either a sequential or ran-
dom access disk.

Unix Backup & Recovery had a compatibility chart for the various DVD formats.
However, I found through interviews and my own experience that your mileage will
vary greatly. Generally speaking, the DVD-R format is the most compatible with
other players. I know that’s what I burn when I want to make sure the other person
can read the DVD. Other people have told me that they haven’t had near the prob-
lems that I have had with incompatibility. That’s why I say your mileage will vary.
Do your own testing to be sure.
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Magneto-optical recording format

MO drives use the MO recording method and are readily available from a number of
vendors. There is also a big line of automated libraries that support MO drives and
media. This level of automation, combined with its low cost, used to make MO the
choice for nearline environments. The challenges of MO, including a limited capac-
ity (9.1 GB) and a multipass rewrite, caused people to start to look elsewhere. As of
this writing, it appears that DVD and UDO have gained significant ground in this
area.

UDO recording format

Ultra Density Optical, or UDO, is a 5.25-inch rewritable optical disk designed by
Plasmon that also supports both rewritable and WORM media. As of this writing, it
fits 30 GB on a single cartridge using blue lasers and phase change recording. Car-
tridges that store 60 GB and 120 GB are on the way.

While UDO is similar to CD and DVD drives designed for the consumer, it was
designed with the data center in mind, with more expensive, heartier components
than you can use in a consumer-grade appliance. UDO also uses an eight-layer disk,
which is twice the number of layers present in a typical consumer-grade DVD.

Automated Backup Hardware
So far, this chapter has covered only the tape and optical drives themselves. How-
ever, today’s environments are demanding more and more automation as databases,
filesystems, and servers become larger and more complex. Spending a few thousand
dollars on some type of automated volume management system can reduce the need
for manual intervention, drastically increasing the integrity of a backup system. It
reduces administrator frustration by handling the most common (and most boring)
task associated with backups—swapping a volume.

There are essentially three types of automated backup hardware. Some people may
use these three terms interchangeably. For the purposes of this chapter, these terms
are used as they are defined here:

Stacker
This is how many people enter the automation market. Stackers get their name
from the way they were originally designed. Tapes appeared to be “stacked” on
top of one another in early models, although many of today’s stackers have the
tapes sitting side by side. A stacker is traditionally a sequential access device,
meaning that when you eject tape 1, it automatically puts in tape 2. If it con-
tains 10 tapes, and you eject tape 10, it puts in tape 1. You cannot tell a true
stacker to “put in tape 5.” (This capability is referred to as random access.) It is
up to you to know which tape is currently in the drive and to calculate the num-
ber of ejects required to get to tape 5. Stackers typically have between 4 and 12
slots and 1 or 2 drives.
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Many products that are advertised as stackers support random access, so the line
is slightly blurred. However, in order to be classified as a stacker, a product must
support sequential-access operation. This allows an administrator to easily use
shell scripts to control the stacker. If you purchase a commercial backup prod-
uct or use an open-source product that can control a tape library, you have the
option of putting the stacker into random-access mode and allowing the backup
product to control it. (Control of automated backup hardware is almost always
an extra-cost option in commercial software.)

Library
This category of automated backup hardware is called many things, but the most
common terms are “library,” “autoloader,” and “jukebox.” Each of these terms
connotes an addressable group of volumes that can be automatically loaded via
unique volume addresses. This means that each slot and drive within a library is
given a location address. For example, the first slot may be location 0000, and
the first drive may be location 1000. When the backup software controlling the
library tells it to put the tape from slot 1 into drive 1, it actually is saying “move
the volume in location 0000 to location 1000.”

The primary difference between a library and a stacker is that a library can oper-
ate only in random-access mode. Today’s libraries are starting to borrow
advanced features that used to be found only in silos, such as import/export
ports, bar code readers, visual displays, and Ethernet ports for SNMP monitor-
ing. Libraries may range from 12 slots to 1000 or more slots. The largest librar-
ies even offer pass-through ports, which allows one library to pass tapes to
another library. (This is usually a standard feature in silos.) Some libraries can
expand with extra cabinets that actually become part of the base chassis; the
robot track is extended into the next cabinet.

Silo
Since many libraries now offer features that used to be found only in silos, the
distinction between the two has blurred. The main distinction between a silo
and a library used to be whether or not it allowed multiple hosts with disparate
backup applications to connect to the same silo. However, libraries now offer
this feature through something called partitioning. Therefore, many people just
use the term silo to refer to a really large tape library—and it’s hard to correct
them.

Another way to subdivide the different types of automated backup hardware is how
they allow you to expand them, if they allow that at all. Automated backup hard-
ware can be divided this way into three different categories:

Nonexpandable
These types of libraries cannot be expanded beyond their base configuration.
While this is most common in smaller units, there are plenty of large, nonex-
pandable libraries as well.
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Connectable
A connectable tape library can be expanded by buying a second library and con-
necting the two. Each library has its own distinct robot, but they are allowed to
share media with each other using pass-through ports. The big advantage to this
method is that you can disconnect the different libraries and use them as sepa-
rate libraries at a later date.

Expandable
An expandable library allows you to add additional capacity without adding
additional robotics. The original robotics simply expand to handle the addi-
tional capacity. The big advantage to these types of libraries is that you can buy
exactly the amount of capacity when you need it—and only when you need it.

Disk Targets
As mentioned in section “Tape Drives Must Be Streamed” earlier in theis chapter,
properly streaming a drive increases both its throughput and reliability. The tactic
that most backup software products used to stream drives was to send multiple
backup jobs simultaneously to the same tape drive, a technique called multiplexing
or interleaving. This technique helps backups but can have a negative impact on the
restore of a single backup; the backup software reads the entire tape and disregards
the data that it doesn’t need. A few backup software products solve the streaming
issue with disk staging, in which backups are first sent to disk before they are sent to
tape.

If you want to speed up backups and restores, you should buy enough disk to hold
all on-site backups.

With the advent of lower-priced ATA-based and SATA-based disk arrays, many
backup software vendors are now adding disk staging features to their products,
allowing many more people to take advantage of disk-based backups without switch-
ing from a traditional backup architecture. Augmenting your tape library with some
type of disk has now become commonplace; the only problem is choosing among the
various ways in which to do so. The following paragraphs should help.

You can augment your traditional backup system, illustrated in Figure 9-6, with disk.
The first two options are called disk-as-disk because they are disk drives behaving as
disk drives; they aren’t emulating tape. In a SAN disk-as-disk configuration (see
Figure 9-7), a disk array is connected to one or more backup servers via a SAN, and a
disk volume is assigned to each server. Each backup server usually then puts a file-
system on that volume, and backups are sent to that filesystem. (Some backup soft-
ware packages can back up directly to a raw volume, but most cannot do so.) In a
NAS disk-as-disk architecture (see Figure 9-8), the disk resides behind a filer head
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that shares filesystems via NFS or CIFS; backups are sent to those filesystems. The
next two options use virtual tape libraries, in which disk systems are placed behind
an appliance running software that allows the disk array to emulate one or more tape
libraries. Figure 9-9 illustrates standalone VTLs that sit next to a physical tape library
and emulate another tape library. Once you back up to a standalone VTL, you must
use the backup server to copy its backups to physical tape if you want to be able to
send them off-site. An integrated VTL (see Figure 9-10) sits between a physical tape
library and a backup server, and it emulates the physical library it is sitting in front
of. The backup server backs up to the integrated VTL, and the VTL then copies the
virtual tapes to physical tapes without using the backup server. Finally, virtual tape
cartridges are an interesting hybrid between virtual and physical tape.

Figure 9-6. The traditional backup architecture

Figure 9-7. SAN disk-as-disk

Figure 9-8. NAS disk-as-disk
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Disk-As-Disk Targets
When backup software backs up to a disk-as-disk system, it knows it is disk, and it
typically creates a file within the filesystem. As mentioned previously, some backup
software packages are able to back up directly to a raw disk device, but this is rare.

Advantages of disk-as-disk targets

The biggest advantage that disk-as-disk targets have over most VTL targets is their
cost. Most disk-as-disk systems cost less per gigabyte than VTL systems because
you’re not paying for the value of the VTL software.

Some people save even more money by redeploying an older, decommissioned array
as a disk-as-disk target. Of course, decommissioned arrays are often end-of-life units
without service contracts, and those service contracts should be resumed if you’re
going to use the unit in a production system. Since service contracts on older equip-
ment can be quite expensive, be sure to compare the cost of resuming the contract to
the purchase of a new system with a contract already included.

Another advantage of disk-as-disk backup targets is that most backup software com-
panies aren’t currently charging you to back up to them. We will discuss in the dis-
advantages section how this is changing.

Figure 9-9. Standalone VTL

Figure 9-10. Integrated VTL
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The final advantage of disk-as-disk targets is their flexibility, and this flexibility may
come into play if you plan on moving away from a traditional backup architecture.
For example, if you’re looking at adopting a de-duplication backup system, a CDP
system, or near-CDP system, all these options require a disk-as-disk target. These
advanced commercial data protection options are beyond the scope of this book, so
the following are some very quick definitions. A de-duplication backup system
attempts to eliminate redundant blocks of data at the client level and transmits only
new unique blocks of data to the backup server. A near-CDP system uses replication
and very frequent snapshots to create many points in time to recover from, and a
true CDP system backs up every block of data as it changes but stores each block in a
continuous log, allowing you to restore to any point in time. There’s more informa-
tion about these types of backup products in Chapter 8.

Disadvantages of disk-as-disk targets

At this writing, most backup software products do not require additional licenses to
back up to a disk-as-disk target, but this is changing rapidly. Backup software com-
panies are starting to charge for what used to be free, and this trend is expected to
continue. The backup software companies defend this move because they are adding
additional functions to their backup software.

Another disadvantage of disk-as-disk backup devices is the nature of filesystems.
Files are written, opened, changed, and stored back to the same place. Often, the
new file doesn’t fit in the same place where the old file was, so a portion of it gets
written to the original location while another portion is written somewhere else on
the disk, resulting in fragmentation. The more files you add, delete, and add back,
the more fragmented the filesystem becomes. The way a backup system uses the disk
will result in significant fragmentation over time that will degrade performance.
(Later, we will explain why VTLs don’t have this limitation.)

Yet another disadvantage of disk-as-disk backup targets is that some backup soft-
ware products don’t back up to filesystems as well as they back up to tapes. For
example, backup software products know exactly what to do when a tape fills up,
but they’re not always sure what to do when a filesystem fills up. Some backup prod-
ucts require you to point disk-as-disk backups to a single filesystem. When that file-
system fills up, all the backups fail—even if there is another filesystem with adequate
capacity.

Another challenge with disk-as-disk backup targets is how to create off-site backups.
Although it’s a best practice to copy the original backup to tape and then ship that
tape off-site, most people don’t do this with their tapes—they simply eject the origi-
nal tape and send it off-site. You can’t do this with a disk array; therefore, you need
to learn how to copy disk-based backup data to tape and how to automate the pro-
cess. Automating this can range from extremely easy to extremely difficult, depend-
ing on the backup product you use, and it may require the purchase of additional
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software from your backup vendor. Whatever method you choose in order to get the
data from disk to tape, remember that the data is now moving twice, where before it
only moved once (if you were ejecting originals). You’ll need to budget time for the
data to make that second move.

Be sure to read the section “How do you eject virtual tapes?” later in
this chapter to see whether VTLs have the same problem.

One final disadvantage of disk-as-disk targets is the lack of hardware compression.
Hardware compression can increase the speed and capacity of a backup device by as
much as 100 percent. Some disk-as-disk products do support de-duplication, which
should not be confused with compression. See “Disk Features to Consider” later in
this chapter for more information on de-duplication.

SAN disk-as-disk targets

A SAN disk-as-disk target (see Figure 9-7) is simply a disk array connected to the
SAN and attached to one or more backup servers. The backup server puts a filesys-
tem on the array and writes to that filesystem. The advantage over a NAS disk-as-
disk system, of course, is the superior write performance typical of a high-end SAN
disk array compared to an IP-based NAS filer.

However, when you use a disk array as your backup target, you replicate into your
secondary storage all of the provisioning issues of your primary storage. All of the
hassle with associating disks to RAID groups, RAID groups to servers, and volumes
to filesystems now needs to be done on the back end of your backup system. This
problem is compounded when you have multiple backup servers. When using a tape
library or VTL, most backup software packages know how to share these devices.
However, if you’re using a SAN disk-as-disk target with multiple backup servers,
you’re usually going to need to decide how big each backup server’s volume needs to
be and to allocate the appropriate amount of space to each backup server. (Some
backup software packages are capable of dynamically sharing disk, and this removes
a lot of the provisioning issues.)

NAS disk-as-disk targets

A NAS disk-as-disk target (see Figure 9-8) removes many of the provisioning issues
of a SAN disk-as-disk target by putting the disks behind a NAS head, making a giant
volume and sharing that volume via NFS or CIFS. Generally speaking, such systems
are also easier to maintain than traditional disk arrays. However, remember that eas-
ier management comes with a cost. Both the filer head and filer OS add to the cost of
the system, and performance is limited to the throughput of the filer head. Depend-
ing on the size of your backups, though, performance may not be an issue. Also, if
you’re a NAS shop with many other filers, a NAS disk-as-disk target makes perfect
sense—especially if you are going to examine a near-CDP system.
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Disk-As-Tape: Virtual Tape Libraries
Virtual tape libraries are the alternative to disk-as-disk targets. They are also called
disk-as-tape units because they are disk arrays emulating tape. Many people believe
that VTL software is something else to pay for in addition to the disk array that
they’re already buying, and they’re unsure of why they should do that. This section
should help answer that question. It begins with a discussion of the advantages and
disadvantages of all VTLs, and then explains the difference between standalone and
integrated VTLs and the advantages and disadvantages of each. Finally, it describes
the features that you should consider when deciding which VTL to purchase.

Advantages of VTLs

The main advantages of a VTL over a disk-as-disk target are ease of management and
better performance. As mentioned in the previous section, a disk-as-disk target
requires all of the usual provisioning steps of standard shared storage arrays. In con-
trast, you tell a VTL how many virtual tape drives and virtual cartridges you want it
to emulate, and you’re done with provisioning. The VTL software automatically han-
dles all the provisioning, allocating the appropriate amount of disk to each virtual
cartridge and dynamically giving access to that cartridge to each backup server that
needs to use it.

Not all VTLs eliminate provisioning to the same degree. This is an
important thing to consider when evaluating a VTL.

Another important management advantage of VTLs is how easy it is to share VTLs
between multiple servers and applications. If you need to share a VTL between mul-
tiple backup servers running the same software, you can use the built-in library shar-
ing capability that most commercial backup products already have. If you need to

Clustered Filesystems As Targets
Clustered filesystems could address some of the disadvantages of disk-as-disk targets.
They help with provisioning by not requiring you to use a volume for each backup
server, without suffering the single-head limitation of a typical NAS system. The chal-
lenge as of this writing is that clustered filesystems are still considered bleeding edge
by many. While they’re solving many problems for many people, they also come with
limitations that may cause other problems for backup systems. For example, some of
them offer very good performance for hundreds of simultaneous streams of data, but
poor performance for any individual stream. Clustered filesystems are also typically
more expensive than the other options we’re considering here. If these limitations are
removed, clustered filesystems may someday be an option as well.
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share a VTL between multiple servers that don’t support dynamic sharing (such as
with an open-source product or when using it with multiple products that can’t
share with each other), you can just partition the VTL into multiple smaller VTLs,
assign a certain number of virtual cartridges to each VTL, and associate each VTL
with a different backup server. You can also do this if you don’t want to use the
library sharing software offered by your backup vendor—just give each backup
server its own tape drives. Both of these scenarios are much easier than what is
required to share a disk-as-disk target between multiple backup servers.

To understand the performance advantages of VTLs, you must first think about how
backup applications write data to tape. Once a backup application starts writing to a
tape, it typically continues writing to that tape until it hits physical end of tape. It
will append to a tape even if some of the previously written data has already expired.
Once the backup application hits PEOT, the tape is considered full, and most
backup applications leave everything on the tape until all backups on that tape have
expired. Then they expire the whole tape and write to it from the beginning of the
tape. Other backup applications wait until a certain percentage of the backups on a
tape have expired and then reclaim that tape by migrating all of the nonexpired back-
ups to a second tape and then expiring (and subsequently overwriting) the first tape.
The point is that you do not overwrite portions of a tape; tapes simply don’t work
like that.

This is very different from how backup applications write to a filesystem. They tell
the operating system that they want to write to a certain filename and then start writ-
ing data to that file. Each backup gets its own file. When that file expires, it is
deleted. The backup application has no knowledge of how this data is actually writ-
ten to disk. Underneath the covers, of course, the bytes of any given file are frag-
mented all over the disk. This fragmentation results in a loss of performance.

VTLs treat disk like tape. They know they are being used for backups and archives,
and they know how backups and archives behave. This allows them to eliminate
fragmentation by writing backups to contiguous sections of disk. The blocks allo-
cated to a given tape stay allocated to that tape until the backup application starts
overwriting that tape, at which point the VTL can again start writing to contiguous
sections of disk—just like we write to tape. Some VTL vendors even control the
RAID volumes, allowing them to make sure that a given RAID group is only being
written to by a single virtual tape. Think of how well a disk can perform if it is only
writing/reading for one application at a time that is always writing/reading with con-
tiguous sections of disk.

Another key performance difference is the use of clustering in some VTLs. While
clustered filesystems are still the exception and not the rule, this is not the case with
VTLs. Several VTLs offer the idea of multiple data movers, where each data mover
adds additional capacity and throughput. The use of clustering along with their cus-
tomized way of writing to disk should explain why the fastest filesystems write in
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hundreds of megabytes per second, but the fastest VTLs write in thousands of mega-
bytes per second.

VTLs have other advantages, as well. With one exception (covered in the disadvan-
tage section), your backup software and your backup operators and administrators
can use all of their existing technology, processes, and procedures when using a VTL
for backups. This means that everything works exactly as it would if you were using
a physical tape library (PTL). That is not the case with disk-as-disk targets, where
backup software can behave quite differently.

Some VTLs also support compression, allowing you to fit more backups on the same
amount of disk. (This should not be confused with data de-duplication, which is
covered later in the chapter.) Whether you purchase and use the compression fea-
ture of your VTL or not will be based on which VTL you have and how you are using
it. Unfortunately, many VTLs use in-band software compression that saves space,
but results in a significant performance hit—as much as 50 percent. If your backup
speed is throttled by the speed of your clients and/or your network, you may not see
this performance hit. You will probably see it in local or LAN-free backups, though,
as their speed tends to be throttled by the backup device. Some VTL vendors sup-
port hardware compression that doesn’t impact performance. (They accomplished
this by using the same type of chip that is used in front of tape drives.)

Disadvantages of VTLs

The first disadvantage of VTLs that many people mention is cost. People believe that
if a disk array costs X, a disk array made to look like a VTL is going to cost X + Y.
Oddly enough, disk-as-disk units have roughly the same price range as VTLs, which
means it’s basically not fair to say that VTLs always cost more than disk-as-disk
units. Your cost is based on which VTL you purchase and which disk-as-disk target
you compare it to. Most VTLs use capacity-based pricing, meaning it costs $X/GB. As
of this writing, the most expensive VTL is three times the price of the least expensive
VTL, so it pays to shop around. Finally, if your VTL supports data de-duplication, it
can make the VTL even cheaper.

Another cost issue that people have with VTLs is backup software licensing. If you
purchase a VTL to sit next to your existing tape library, you are probably going to
need to buy an additional tape library license...for a library that’s not really there.
This, of course, adds to the price of the VTL. How much you actually pay is based
on how your backup software charges for PTLs and/or VTLs. Some backup software
products have a single license for all tape libraries, while others charge for the num-
ber of slots or the number of drives. Some also have capacity-based pricing for VTLs.
Therefore, consider how your backup software charges for PTLs and VTLs when
deciding how to configure your VTL. (When comparing VTLs to disk-as-disk tar-
gets, remember that backup software products are also starting to charge you to back
up to disk-as-disk targets.)
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How do you eject virtual tapes?

The answer to this question depends on whether or not you purchase a standalone
VTL (see Figure 9-9) or an integrated VTL (see Figure 9-10). As discussed previ-
ously, one major advantage of VTLs is that they do not require any changes to your
existing backup process or configuration. The one exception to this is if you are not
used to copying your backup tapes and sending the copies off-site. Although it is not
a best practice to do so, many environments eject their original tapes and send them
off-site. This works fine with a PTL, but not with a VTL. Therefore, companies that
eject their original tapes and wish to use a VTL must usually do one of two things:
learn how to copy tapes or use an integrated VTL. Which of these two approaches is
best for your environment will be based on your preferences.

Some say that the tape-to-tape copy method with standalone VTLs is the only proper
way to create physical tapes from virtual tapes. It allows the backup software to con-
trol the copy process, therefore integrating the copy process into your normal report-
ing procedures. However, this method has two challenges. The first challenge is how
difficult it may be to automate this process, depending on which backup software
product you are using. With some backup products, you may simply need to read a
new section in the manual and do what it says. With others, you may need to pur-
chase an additional license. Finally, some backup products actually require you to
script this process. You need to determine the level of difficulty for your environ-
ment. The second challenge with this process is that many environments do not have
enough time in the day and resources in their system to copy their backup tapes
quickly enough. For many companies, it is all they can do to get their backups done
in time for the vault vendor to pick them up. Of course, if you already know how to
copy your backup tapes, and you have enough resources to do so, this disadvantage
is a nonissue.

If the challenges of copying your virtual tapes to physical tapes concern you, you
might consider an integrated VTL. There is a lot of FUD (Fear, Uncertainty, and
Doubt) out there about integrated VTLs, so please read carefully about how they
work. An integrated VTL sits between your backup server and your physical tape
library. It inventories the PTL and represents its contents as virtual tapes in the VTL.
For example, if you have physical tape X01007 in your PTL, virtual tape X01007 will
appear in your VTL. Your backup software will then back up to virtual tape X01007.
At some user-configurable point, virtual tape X01007 is copied to physical tape
X01007. Then when your backup software tells the VTL to eject virtual tape X01007,
physical tape X01007 appears in the PTL’s mail slot. An important point is that
physical tape X01007 looks just like it would if your backup software backed up
directly to it. Your backup software thinks that it backed up to and ejected physical
tape X01007, and in the end, that’s what it did. Using bar code matching like this
maintains the consistency between the backup software’s media manager and the
physical tapes. Remember, however, that this method does not result in two copies
of the tape. The virtual copy of the tape is deleted when you successfully create the
physical copy.
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Some integrated VTLs allow you to have virtual tapes with bar codes
that don’t match physical tapes. Don’t do this! Your backup software
will ask for one tape, and you’ll have to ask your VTL what tape that
really is.

There are some challenges with this method as well. The first challenge is what hap-
pens when the copy from virtual tape to physical tape fails. If the reason the copy failed
is that the actual tape is bad, you need to remove the tape, swap its bar code to a new
tape, put the new tape in the PTL, and tell the VTL to try the copy again. (Of course,
this works only if your bar codes are removable.) If this happens occasionally, you
might not consider this a major disadvantage. However, if it happens every day, it
could get quite annoying. It’s also important to realize that the entire process is hap-
pening without the knowledge of the backup software, which means that if something
does happen with a tape copy, the VTL will need to notify you of the problem. This, of
course, means you have another reporting interface, which some would consider a dis-
advantage as well. Another potential problem is what would happen if the VTL put
more data on the virtual tape than would fit on the physical tape. You would not be
able to create a physical copy of this tape. Integrated VTL vendors make sure this
doesn’t happen by stopping way before the normal physical end of tape. Standalone
vendors mention that this increases the number of tapes to purchase and handle,
increasing your costs. Remember that if you purchased an integrated VTL and decide
not to use its tape copy features, it can act as a standalone VTL.

As of this writing, some VTL vendors are working with some ISVs to
allow the ISVs to control the copy process but still allow you to take
advantage of the features of an integrated VTL. That would give us the
best of both worlds.

Disk Features to Consider
The following section covers some major features to look at when considering the
purchase of a disk target. Because most of the advanced features are being developed
by VTL vendors, most of these features apply only to them.

Packaging

Since what VTL and NAS vendors sell is basically software running in some type of
host or appliance, let’s consider how these types of systems are packaged. Some
VTL/NAS vendors are software-only, which means that you can buy just their soft-
ware to run on your own CPU and your own disk. Some VTL/NAS vendors sell you
a VTL/NAS head. You use their software and their head, but you supply your own
disk. Finally, some VTL/NAS vendors prefer to sell you the entire solution soft-
ware—head, disk, and all. Software only and filer head vendors obviously allow you
to redeploy an existing array, reducing your cost. Turnkey vendors cost more but
have the fewest integration issues.
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De-duplication

Probably one of the most important features to consider is the availability of de-
duplication. De-duplication is a rather intensive process that examines each block of
data as it comes into the device and attempts to determine if it’s seen the block
before. If it hasn’t, it stores it. If it has seen the block before, it throws the block
away and stores only a reference to it. Examples of obvious duplicate data that it
would identify and store only once are listed here:

• The same file backed up from five different servers

• A weekly full backup when only 5 percent has changed (95 percent would be
duplicate blocks from last week)

• A daily full backup of a database that doesn’t support incremental backups
(most of it would be duplicate blocks from the day before)

• Incremental backups of files that change every day, such as a spreadsheet that
gets updated every day; only the changes would get stored every day

Consider a typical data center with a mix of database data and filesystem data, per-
forming weekly full backups and daily incrementals. The average de-duplication sys-
tem can reduce the amount of storage needed to store its backups by 20 to 1 or
more. Those performing monthly full backups see a lower de-duplication ratio. You
may see much higher numbers in vendor literature; do not make the mistake of com-
paring two vendors based on their de-duplication ratio claims. While some vendors
may be better than others in eliminating redundant data, what matters is how well
that vendor’s algorithm works with your data. Be sure to benchmark the perfor-
mance and de-duplication ratio of each system using your own data.

Replication

If you’re storing only new unique blocks every time you run a backup, another inter-
esting feature to consider is replication, or cascading, as it is sometimes called in the
VTL world. This feature allows you to replicate one disk device’s backups to another
device. Remember that without data de-duplication (discussed later), what you will
be replicating is the entire backup, and remember that most backups are not block-
level backups. Even incremental backups take up roughly one to five percent of the
amount of data being backed up, which means you will need to replicate one to five
percent of your data center every night—a significant undertaking for many environ-
ments. Therefore, it may be possible to use this feature only within the campus—
unless your device supports de-duplication.

Also keep in mind that the backups in the second device will not be considered
duplicates by your backup software because they will have the same bar codes or file-
names as the original tapes. How you go about using these tapes in a disaster or out-
age will depend on your backup software. You may need to replicate your backup
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catalog and start up another backup server in the new location. If your old backup
server is still alive, you may be able to tell it that the primary tape library was simply
moved to the new location. Make sure you figure out what to do before it happens.

Content-awareness

A content-aware disk target understands the backup formats being sent to it and
extrapolates the original data from that format wherever possible. A simplified ver-
sion of this would be taking a tar stream and turning it back into the files that are in
the tar stream. If that’s all a content-aware system did, it wouldn’t be offering any
additional features. However, if a disk target can turn the backups into the backed up
files, such a system may be able to do something else that we’ll call re-presentation.

Content-aware products are typically aware only of the top three to
five commercial backup products and may not understand open-
source products or products with a small market share.

Re-presentation

If your disk target is content-aware and has extrapolated the original data from its
backup format, it can potentially do a number of interesting things by re-presenting the
data back to you. Some products present the data using a web page with directory
trees whereas others present the data via an NFS or CIFS mount. In all cases, you can
access all versions of all files that have been backed up to the device in question. Find
the file you want, and just drag and drop it to your desktop. There’s no backup GUI
to learn and no application to install; just use the tools you already know.

This feature breaks decades of backup tradition by giving you another way to access
your backups. For too long our files and databases have been put into backup for-
mats that required the backup software to extract them. We’ve lived with this for so
long that it’s actually quite hard to imagine the possibilities that this brings to the
table. Here’s a short list to help you wrap your brain around this one:

• You can point a full-text search appliance directly at your backups and search
the full text of all files ever backed up.

• If you’re running multiple backup products, users and administrators can use a
single method of recovery.

• Imagine how easy end-user recoveries would be if you could just point them at a
mount point such as \\backupserver\yourclientname\date.

• If the disk device allows you to mount the backup read/write, you could actu-
ally use the backup as the production filesystem if the production filesystem
were down.

• What about using this feature to move between backup products?
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These last two ideas deserve more treatment than a single sentence. Suppose you
could mount your “backup” as a read-writable volume. Your production database
could mount that volume if the primary volume were damaged. Any changes would
be stored and could be copied back to the primary system after the primary volume
was restored.

Finally, the last bullet point—moving between backup products—is also quite
important. Anybody who has been doing backups for a while has been presented
with the situation in which you’ve been using backup product XYZ, and you no
longer want to do so. Maybe the product is no longer available, or maybe the vendor
providing the product has not been innovating to the degree that its competitors
have. Historically, moving from one backup product to another meant that you had
to keep your old backup software up and running as long as you wanted to restore
from your older backups.

What if you had been backing up to a content-aware product? You would no longer
need your old backup software to restore from its backups. One option would be to
leave the old backups in the old format and just use the web page or filesystem
access to restore from them. The second option would be to mount the old backups
to the new backup server and back them up to the new format. Just think of the flex-
ibility that this offers you.

Stacking

Some integrated VTLs offer an additional feature, known as stacking. Stacking is
copying multiple virtual tapes onto one physical tape, a feature they borrowed from
mainframe virtual tape systems (VTSs). This made sense in mainframes, where appli-
cations were unable to append to a tape. The VTS would present to the application

Are Disks Supposed to Be Left Powered Off?
The short answer is no. Disks left powered off were never designed to store data long
term. If you ask a disk manufacturer how long you should be able to leave a drive pow-
ered off, they will probably tell you it’s not a specification that they track. Disk drives
are meant to be turned on.

Therefore, there is some question whether removable disk drives are an acceptable
medium for off-site backups. Most vendors marketing these products are suggesting that
you use them only for “cyclical” backups that are stored for short periods of time, such
as a few weeks or months. One vendor is claiming to use something analogous to RAID
within a single disk to remove the issues with individual parts of the disk becoming dam-
aged. That vendor uses parity stored on the same disk to allow it to reconstruct data if it
is lost due to damaged sections of disk. Time will tell whether these claims are valid.
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hundreds of small virtual tapes and then stack those virtual tapes onto one physical
tape, saving tens of thousands of dollars in media. The value of this feature in most
open-systems environments is highly questionable because any decent backup prod-
uct can append to a tape until it is full. Be aware that the use of this feature breaks
the relationship between the backup software’s media manager and the physical
tape. Also, be aware that some products that support stacking must read the entire
stacked tape to read just one of the virtual tapes stacked on that tape. Therefore, you
should use this feature only if you are gaining a similar benefit to that achieved in the
mainframe environment.

Notification

It is also important to consider which type of notification your disk device supports,
especially if you are considering an integrated VTL.* Some support SNMP traps and
some support email notification while others require you to log in to a web page to
be notified of any issues.

Disk-As-Tape: Virtual Tape Cartridges
Another way disk emulates tape these days is through virtual tape cartridges (VTCs).
VTCs are designed to go inside a tape library and behave like tape in every way—
including removability—except they’re actually disk. At this writing, this is a brand
new concept that may or may not catch on. There are currently three different styles
of VTCs.

One VTC uses an array of disks in a canister that’s larger than a normal tape but can
be handled by a particular model of tape library. It moves the VTC in and out of a
virtual tape drive and puts it back into a slot that allows you to eject it like any other
cartridge. The advantage to this method is that the VTC is RAID-protected. The dis-
advantage to this method is that it is a standard size that works only with one ven-
dor’s tape library.

Another VTC puts a single laptop-style drive into a cartridge that looks exactly like
an LTO cartridge and uses a specially designed virtual tape drive that accepts only
this cartridge. If you put an “LTO” VTC in a real LTO drive, it will eject it, and vice
versa. Both the drive and tape have exactly the same form factor as LTO, so they
could be integrated into any library vendor that supports LTO. This VTC is, of
course, no more or less RAID-protected than another tape. The cost is higher than
physical tape, but this type of VTC gives you the benefits of disk and tape in a
removable cartridge.

* An integrated VTL copies virtual tape to physical tape outside the knowledge of the backup server. If some-
thing goes wrong, the only notification you will have will come from the VTL; therefore, notification features
are much more important in an integrated VTL.
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The final style of VTC is from a few companies that didn’t feel the need to make a
cartridge that was the same form factor as an existing tape. These cartridges are
therefore probably going to be limited to standalone use only.

BackupCentral.com has a wiki page for every chapter in this book.
Read or contribute updated information about this chapter at http://
www.backupcentral.com.
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